
CHAPTER III 

MORPHOMETRY OF THE RAYENG BASIN 

3.0 Morphometric aspects 

Foremost stress in geomorphology over the precedent decades has been on the 

progress of quantitative physiographic methods to illustrate the evolution and 

behaviour of surface drainage networks. The quantitative analysis of morphometric 

parameters is found to be of immense usefulness in river basin evaluation. The 

influence of drainage morphometry is very significant in understanding the landform 

processes. Morphometry is defined as the measurement and mathematical analysis of 

the configuration of the earth's surface and of the shape and dimension of its 

landforms (Clarke, 1966). For systematic arid quantitative analysis of erosional 

landforms in the watershed area, Horton (1945) initiated morphometric techniques. 

Strahler (1952, 1954, 1956, and1964), Schumm (1956), Melton (1957), Chorley 

(1958), Morisawa (1959) and many others have modified the morphometric 

techniques. The main objective of drainage basin morphometry is to gather accurate 

data of measurable· features of stream network and drainage basins. Through the 

analysis of basin morphometry certain basin laws of stream behaviour and landscape 

evolution can be made more comprehensive. It includes linear, areal and relief aspects 

of fluvially originated drainage basin. Following table (3.0) shows morphometric 

parameters with formulae. 

Table 3.0 Morphometric parameters with formulae. 

SI. Morphometric Formulae Reference 
No. parameters 
1. Stream order Hierarchical rank Strahler (1964) 

2. Stream length Length of the stream Horton ( 1945) 

(LI1) 

Mean stream 
Lsm = L11 I N11 

3. 
length (Lsm) 

Where, L11 = total stream length of order '11' Strahler (1964) 
N 11 = total no. of stream segments of order '11' 

Rb = N 11 I N 11 + 1 
Where, Rb = Bifurcation ratio, 

4. 
Bifurcation N11 =No. of stream segments of a given order 

Schumn (1956) 
ratio (Rb) and 

N11 + 1 = No. of stream segments of next 
higher order 

5. Mean bifurcation Rbm = Average of bifurcation ratios of all Strahler (1957) 

ratio (Rbm) orders 

6. Drainage Dd = L).l!A Horton (1932) 
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density (Dd) Where, Dd = Drainage density. 

LJ..L =Total stream length of all orders and 

A = Area of the basin (km2
). 

7. Drainage Fs=Nfl/A Horton (1932) 
frequency (Fs) Where, Fs =Drainage frequency. 

LJ..L =Total no. of streams of all orders and 
A= Area of the basin (km2

). 

In the present study together primary and secondary data have been effectively used 

to compute basin morphometric characteristics by taking linear, areal and· relief 

parameters of the Rayeng River basin. Such analysis aided in understanding the 

hydrologi~al, geological and topographical characteristics of the Rayeng Basin. 

3.1 Linear aspects of Ray eng Basin 

The linear aspects of the basin includes the discussion and analysis of stream orders 

(Li), stream number (N 1.1. ), bifurcation ratio (Rb ), stream length (L!l ), length ratio (Rl), 

length of the overland flow (Lg), sinuosity indices. 

3.1.1 Stream order analysis of the Rayeng Basin 

The designation of stream order is the first step in the drainage basin analysis. It is 

defined as a measure of the position of a stream in the hierarchy of tributaries 

(Leopord, Wolman and Miller, 1969). According to Leopold (1964) "stream order is a 

measure of the position of a stream in the hierarchy of tributaries". Horton (1945) 

stated, "Stream order offers a quantitative basis for comparison of the degree of 

development in the drainage nets of comparable size". Hierarchical position of a 

stream within a drainage basin is determined by stream ordering such as Gravelius 

scheme, Horton's scheme, Strahler's scheme, Shreve, stream link magnitude method 

etc. Stream ordering of Rayeng basin has been determined from a drainage map 

(Figure) prepared from the topographical sheet (SOl) having scale 1:50000 and 

bearing the number 78 A /8 and 78 B/5. Strahler's scheme (1945) of stream ordering 

has been considered for stream ordering of Rayeng basin (Table 3.1 & Figure 3.0). 

According to him "each finger- tip channel is designated as a segment of 1st order at 

the junction of any two 1st order segments, a channel of 2nd order is produced and 

extends down to the point, where it joins another 2nd order results and so forth". 
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Table 3.1 Morphometry of Rayeng Basin. 

' 
Total no. Length of Mean length Length ratio Basin Mean 
of stream the stream (km) area basin area 

(km) (sq. km.) (sq. km.) 
I st 431 247.20 0.57 78 .00 0. 18 

2nd 95 97.76 1.03 1.81 73.00 0.77 
3rd 23 26.00 1.1 3 1.10 88.92 3.86 
4th 4 8.00 4.00 3.54 97.23 24.30 
5th 2 16.00 8.00 2.00 132.00 66.00 
6th I 3.00 3.00 0.38 145.50 145.00 

Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 
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Figure 3.0 Different orders of streams of the basin. 

Discussion 

From the study of stream numbers of all order of Rayeng basin different facts have 

been establi shed. Rayeng Basin is a 6th order basin . There are two 5th order, four 4th 

order, twenty three 3rd order, 95 2nd order and 431 1st order streams in this basin . First 

order streams constitute 77.51 per cent while second order streams constitute 17 .09 per 

cent of the total number of streams. Third and fourth order streams constitute 4. 14 

percent and 0.72 percent of the total number of streams respectively whi le fifth and 

sixth order streams constitute on ly 0.36 percent and 0.18 percent of the total number of 

streams accordingly (Table 3.2) there is a progressive decrease in the number of 

streams with the increase in the value of stream orders. The rel ation between stream 
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number and stream order reveals negative exponential form. This is in accordance with 

the Horton's law of stream numbers. 

Table 3.2 Order-wise Stream Number and Percentage to total number of streams of 

Rayeng Basin. 

Basin No. of Percentage of 
order stream streams 

1st 431 77.51 
2nd 95 17.09 
3rd 23 4.14 
4th 4 0.72 
5th 2 0.36 
6th 1 0.18 

Total 556 100 
Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B /5). 

Drainage patterns of stream network of the Rayeng Basin is mainly Pinnate drainage, 

which is associated with very steep slopes, is a special dendritic pattern wherein the 

tributaries are more or less parallel and join the main stream at acute angles. The 

properties of the stream networks are very important to study the landform making 

process (Strahler and Strahler, 2002). 

3.1.2 Bifurcation ratio 

Bifurcation ratio (Rb) is related to the degree of branching of the drainage network. It 

is controlled by the drainage density, stream entrance angles, lithology of the basin 

shape. Bifurcation ratio is calculated with the following formula: 

Rb = N !l I N !l + 1 

Where, 

Nf.L =number of streams of a give order. 

N fl + 1 =Number of streams of the next higher order. 

Quite a lot of geomorphologists have anticipated different inferences concerning the 

morphometric characteristics of the drainage basin according to the bifurcation ratio of 

basin. According to E. Giusti and W.J. Schneider (1965) bifurcation ratios within a 

given region tend to decrease with increasing stream order. While R.E. Horton (1945) 

argued "mean bifurcation ratios vary from about 2.0 for flat or rolling basin to 3.0-

4.0 for mountainous fully dissected basin". These hypotheses do not hold good 

always. It has been sometimes correlated with hydrograph parameters and sometimes 

with sediment delivery factors. The bifurcation ratios characteristically ranges from 

3.0 to 5.0 for watersheds in which the geological structure do not distorted the 

drainage pattern (Strahler, 1964). Abnormally high bifurcation ratios might be 
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expected in region of steep dipping rock strata where narrow strike valleys are 

confined between hogback ridges. Hydro graph of such elongated basin (high Rb) upon 

maximum flood discharge usually show a low but extended peak flow, where as the 

rounded basins with low Rb would produced sharp peak. Strahler (1957) demonstrated 

that bifurcation ratio shows a small range of variation for different regions or for 

different environment dominates. 

Table 3.3 Bifurcation Ratio of the Rayeng Basin. 

Stream Number of Bifurcation Ratio Mean Bifurcation 
order (Lf.l) the streams (Rb) Ratio 

(Nf.l) 
1 st 431 4.53 
2nd 95 4.53 
3 rd 23 5.75 

3.07 
4th 4 2 
5th 2 2 
6th 1 

Based on topographical map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5): 

Discussion 

In case of Rayeng basin (Table 3.3) except 3rd order streams, in other orders the 

bifurcation ratios decrease with increasing stream order. Thus the view of E. Giusti 

and W.J. Scheider is significant for this Basin. If we analyse the bifurcation ratios of 

the Basin according to R.E. Horton's (1945) view, it reveals that the Basin is situated 

in the dissected mountainous areas. The highest Rb (5.75) is found in 3rd order basin 

which indicates corresponding highest overland flow land discharge due to hilly 

metamorphic formation associated with high slope configuration. The lowest Rb (2) is 

found between 4th and 5th basin. The mean bifurcation ratio value is 3.068 for the study 

area which ·that signifying that geological structures are less distl.irbing the drainage 

pattern while considering the view of Strahler (1957). 

3.1.3 Law of stream number 

The number of stream segments in each order is known as stream number. Horton 

(1945) given the law of stream numbers which states that the number of stream 

segments of successively lower orders in a given basin tends to form a geometric 

series beginning with the single segment of the highest order and increasing according 

to constant bifurcation ratio. In other words "the number of streams of different orders 

in a given drainage basin tends closely to approximate an inverse geometric series in 

which the first term is unity and the ratio is bifurcation ratio" (Horton, 1945). It is 

expressed in the form of negative exponential function as: 



N )l = Rb <K-~tl ................ (i) 

Also, the total number of stream segments ofthe catchment can be calculated as: 

L)l = Rb K-l; Rb-l ............... (ii) 

Where, 

N)l =Number of stream segments of a given order; 

Rb =Constant Bifurcation ratio. 

)l = Basin order and k = Highest order of the basin. 

Table 3.4 Actual and calculated stream number of Rayeng Basin. 

Stream order Number of the streams (NJl) 
(LJl) Actual Calculated 

1 st 431 243 
2nd 95 81 
3 rd 23 27 
4th 4' 9 
5th 2 3 
6th 1 1 

Total 556 364 
Based on topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 
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Law of stream number can be ascertained applying regression equation of negative 

exponential function as follows: 

Logy = Log a-bx 

Where, 

y =Number of stream segment 

a= constant 

b = Regression coefficient 
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Figure 3.1 Relationship between basi n order and stream number. 

Discussion 

It is clear from the study that the computed values of stream numbers do not match 

with the actual values of stream numbers (Table 3.4). However the deviations decrease 

from lower to hi gher o rders . The regression line plotted on semi logarithmic graph 

(figure 3. 1) almost validates the Horton's law of stream number as the coefficient of 

correlation is -0.973. Thus the law of lower the o rder hi gher the number of streams is 

implied throughout the Basin . Owing to topographic control, number of lower order 

stream is hi gher than higher one. 

3.1.4 Stream length ratio of Rayeng Basin 

Stream length is one of the major hydrological features of a basin as it reveal s surface 

runoff characteristics . Streams of relatively smalle r lengths are characteristics of areas 

with larger slopes and finer textures. Longer lengths of streams are generall y 

indicati ve of flatter gradients. Stream length is indicative of chronological 

developments of the stream segments including interlude tectonic disturbances . Mean 

stream length reveals the characteristic size of components of a drainage network and 

its contributing surfaces (S trahler, 1964). 

In the second law of drainage composition or law of stream length Horton ( 1945) 

stated " the average lengths of streams of each of the different orders in a drainage 

basin tend closely approx imate geo metric series in whi ch the first term is the average 
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length of streams of first order and the ratio is the length ratio". The second law 

conveys that as stream order increases so does the mean length of streams. Horton 

suggested following equation for length ratio: 

Where, 

R L = L~-t/L~-t- 1 

L!J = L~-t/N 1-l 

L~-t =Mean length of all streams segments of a given order. 

L~-t = Length of stream segment of a given order 

Na =Number of streams segments of a given order 

Horton also suggested regression equation of positive exponential function to 

examine the law of stream length: 

Order 

1 st 
2nd 

3 rd 

4th 
5th 

6th 

Log y = loga+bx 

Where, 

y = cumulative mean length of gully segment 

a= constant 

b = regression coefficient 

x =gully basin 

Table 3.5 Basin order and stream length ofRayeng basin. 

No. of Length in Mean Cumulative mean 
stream km. (LJ.l) Length lengths 

(LJ.l*) ( LJ.t) 
431 247.20 0.57 0.57 
95 97.76 1.03 1.60 

23 26.00 1.13 2.73 

4 8.00 4.00 6.73 
2 16.00 8.0 14.73 

1 3.00 3.00 17.73 

Length 
Ratio 
(RL) 

1.81 

1.09 

3.54 
2.00 

0.38 

Average length ratio=1.85 

Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 
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Figure 3.2 Relationship between stream length and basin order of the Rayeng Basin. 

Discussion 

Total length of the streams decreases with increasing gully order in the Rayeng Basin. 

Positive relationship is found between mean stream length and basin order. Although 

in case of 6th order stream mean stream length is less than 5th order. Horton ( 1945) 

stated "the cumulative mean lengths of stream segments of successive higher order 

increase in geometric progression starting with the mean of the first order segments 

with constant length ratio" . Study of regression line of power exponential function 

(Figure3.2) validates the Horton ' s law of drainage composition. The coefficient of 

correlation between these two variables is 0.976 which is significant. Stream length is 

one of the important features of the basin as it exposes surface run-off characteristics. 

Streams of comparatively smaller lengths designate that the area is with high slopes. 

Longer lengths indicate flatter gradient. The total length of stream segments is highest 

in first order streams, and it decreases as the stream order increases in the Rayeng 

Basin . This reveals a strong assumption that the Rayeng River is engaged to vigorous 

erosion and also that some areas of the basin are characterized by variation in lithology 

and topography. 

3.1.5 Length of overland flow 

Water reaching the soi l surface may either enter the soi l by a process called infiltration 

or remain at the surface, moving downslope as overland flow . Overland flow may be 
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defined as a flow of water over the land surface as a result of saturated conditions or 

where rainfall intensity exceeds the infiltration capacity (Huttonian overland flow). 

Surface flow may generated in the course of a number of hillslope flow processes, 

together with surplus of rainfall intensity over infiltration capacity; surplus of rainfall 

quantity in excess of soil storage capacity and the seepage of return flow. Where · 

storms are short or local, flow may run overland for a short distance and then infiltrate. 

Overland flow is very significant for the taking away and carry of debris in soil 

erosion by water. 

The length of overland flow is the dominating hydrologic and morphometric factor. 

In keeping with R.J Chorley (1969) "length of overland flow is the mean horizontal 

length of flow-path from the divide to the stream in a first order basin and is a measure 

of stream spacing and degree of dissection and approximately one half the reciprocal 

of the drainage density". Among the morphometric variables, length of overland flow 

is important one. According to D.R. Coates (1958) "other factors being constant, areas 

more advanced into the maturity appear to contain smaller overland flow-length than 

youthful areas". 

Length of the overland flow of the Rayeng Basin is calculated from the drainage 

map of the basin which has prepared on the basis of topographical sheet (Table 3.6) 

Table 3.6 Length of overland Flow of Rayeng Basin. 

Total number of the first Length of overland flow 
order stream 

431 25 meters 
Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 

Discussion 

The study reveals that length of the overland flow is 25 meters. Therefore the length <?f 

overland flow ofRayeng basin is comparatively more. Hence it can be inferred that the 

Basin passing through the juvenile stage. In most cases at the stage of maturity 

minimum length of overland flow is found. Overland flow of this basin is controlled 

by the heavy rainfall, low rate of infiltration and steep slope. 

3.1.6 Sinuosity indices 

For the study of drainage basin it is necessary to analyse the channel morphometry 

which requires the consideration of channel geometry, channel fluid dynamics, 

channel bed topography, channel pattern, hydraulic geometry etc. among the 

aforementioned parameters of channel morphology, channel patterns are determined 

by sinuosity index. In accordance with Leopold and Wolmen (1957) "by channel 
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pattern is meant the configuration of a river as it would appear from airplane" M. 

Morisawa (1985) stated "the channel pattern or map view of a river is usually 

considered as straight meandering or braided". Leopold and Wolman (1957) divided 

river channels basically into three types on the basis of sinuosity index Viz, Straight 

channel, sinuous channel, meandering channel. 

Sinuosity index (SI) = Lc/Lv (Leopold and Wolman, 1957) 

Where, 

Lc = channel thalweg length 

Lv =valley length 

J.C Brice (1964) was provided an alternative formula to determine sinuosity index as 

follows: 

Length of channel 
SI= ------------.,.--------------------------

Length of meander belt axis 

As said by S.A Schumm (1963) "channel sinuosity is the deviation between 

expected length and observed length of the stream from the source to mouth". 

Geomorphologists frequently use the J.E Muller's model (1968) to determine the 

sinuosity index. Muller introduced his model in terms of hydraulic and topographic 

sinuosity. It is necessary to measure the channel length, valley length and air length 

and calculate a few indices as follows: 

CI=CLIAL 

VI=VLIAL 

SSI=CLNL 

HSI =%equivalent of CI-VI/CI-1 

TSI=% equivalent ofVI-I/ CI-I 

Where, 

CI = Channel index 

CL = Channel length 

AI = Air length 

VL = Valley length 

SSI = Standard sinuosity index 

HSI = Hydrologic Sinuosity index 

TSI =Topographic sinuosity index 
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The value of unity (1.0) of standard sinuosity index (SSI) denotes straight channel of 

the river sinuous is indicated by value of SSI in between 1.0 and 1.5. Value of SSI 

more than 1.5 indicates a meandering course. To find out the cause responsible for 

sinuosity and determination of stage of basin development topographic sinuosity has 

been used by the geomorphologists as effective morphometric tools. During the early 

stage of basin development topographic sinuosity (>60%) dominates over hydrologic 

sinuosity. Whereas at the stage of maturity or old, hydrologic sinuosity (>60%) 

dominates over topographic sinuosity. It should be noted that these inferences can be 

drawn when other factors of the basin development remain constant. 

For the study of sinuosity indices ·of Rayeng Basin, J.E Muller's model (1968) has 

been applied. To compute the sinuosity indices two striking rivers of the basin i.e., 

Rayerig and Rambi have been taken into consideration. Calculations are done based on 

the topographical maps (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 

Table 3.7 Sinuosity indices (after Muller's model-1968) ofRayeng & Rambi River. 

Name of the VL CL AL CI VI HSI TSI SSI 
stream (km) (km) (km) (km) (km) (%) (%) (%) 
Ray eng 17.75 18.00 12.00 1.50 1.45 10.00 90.00 1.03 
Rambi 13.75 14.28 11.50 1.24 1.20 16.66 83.33 1.04 

Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 

Discussion 

Hydraulic sinuosity (HSI) of Rayeng River is 10%, and on the other hand 'HSI" of 

Rambi River is 16.66%. TSI of Rayeng River is 90%, and on the other hand 'TSI' of 

Rambi is 83.33 % (Table 3.7). From the analysis of the sinuosity indices of Rayeng 

and Rambi Rivers significant characteristics of channel pattern and basin development 

have been exposed. Standard sinuosity indices of both rivers are more than 1; prove 

that these rivers are flowing through almost sinuous channels. The lesser value of 

'HSI' of both rivers, demonstrates that the development of Rayeng basin is passing 

through youth stage. The higher % 'TSI' both of the rivers reveals the dominating 

topographic control on the development of Rayeng Basin. 

3.1. 7 Meander property 

Meander property is considered for a river having meandering channel. Meandering is 

the high degree of symmetry of meander length, meander height and form ratios is the 

chacteristics of meandering properties which are applied 'to a sinuous course, that has, 

from place to place along its course, one or a series of symmetrical arcs, the length of 

which is related to the width of the stream' (J.C. Brice 1964). Such condition is not 
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observed for fear that of Rayeng River as it is a diminutive mountain river. Course of 

the Rayeng River is restrained within the hilly region. As a consequence this river has 

more or less sinuous course, the computation of meander property may not apply for 

this river. 

3.1.8 Stream junction angles 

As said by J.K. Lubowe (1964) stream junction "is the angle, projected to. the 

horizontal, between average flow- directions, determined by the ends of the stream 

segments extending from the junction point to an upstream point at a distance equal to 

0.2 times the average length ofthe second order streams. Lubowe (1964) has remarked 

that "as the stream junction angle increases the order of receiving stream increases". In 

keeping with Schumm (1956) "where the valley side slope is steep in relation to the 

. gradient of the master stream, a tributary tends to join at almost right angle; but where 

the gradient of master stream and valley side slopes are almost the same, the tributary 

is virtually parallel to the main channel, joining hat small angle". 

In case of Rayeng River it is observed that most first order streams join with second 

order streams at low angles. On the other hand second order streams are join with the 

third order streams at high angles i.e., more or less at right angles. On steep sided 

valley slope streams of all orders are mingled with the next higher order stream almost 

at right angles. At the foot hill area the streams are mingled with the main river at low 

angles. From the study it is revealed that the statements of Lobow and Schumm are 

justified. 

3.2 Areal aspects of the Ray eng Basin 

Areal properties express the overall plan form and dimensions of drainage basin 

(Summerfield; 1991 ). Area of a basin (A) and perimeter (P) are the essential 

parameters in quantitative morphology. The area of the basin is defined as the total 

area projected upon a horizontal plane causative to cumulate of all order of basins. 

Perimeter is the length of the boundary of the basin which can be drawn from 

topographical maps. Basin area is hydrologically important because it directly affects 

the size of the storm hydrograph and the magnitudes of peak and mean runoff. It is 

interesting that the maximum flood discharge per unit area is inversely related to size 

(Chorley, et al.,. 1957). The aerial aspects of the drainage basin such as drainage 

density (Dd), stream frequency (Df), texture ratio (T), elongation ratio (R), circularity 

ratio (C) and form factor ratio (F) . 
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3.2.1 Geometry of basin Shape 

Basin shape geometry is one of the striking areal aspects which help to describe and 

compare the different forms of drainage basin. Geometry of basin shape is related to 

the functioning units of the basins and its genesis. Different methods have been 

introduced by the geomorphologists to determine the shape of the drainage basin. To 

identify the shape of the Rayeng Basin following methods of computation have been 

followed: 

Horton's form factor (1932) 

Quantitative expression of drainage basin outline form was made by Horton (1932) 

through a form factor ratio (F), which is the dimensionless ratio of basin area to the 

square of basin length. Horton suggested that the value of 'F' varies from 0 (highly 

elongated) to the unity i.e., 1 (perfect circular shape). So if the value is nearer to 1, the 

basin will be circular shape. On the other hand if the value of 'F' nearer to 0, the shape 

of the basin will be elongated. 

F=AIL2 

Where, 

F = Fo~ factor indicating elongation of the basin shape. 

A = Basin area. 

L = Basin length. 

Area of the Rayeng Basin is 145.50 km2 and length 15.10 km. 

Hence, 

F = 145.50 km2 I (16.10 km) 2 

= 145.50 km2 I 259.2 km2 

=0.56 

The form factor value of the basin is 0.56 which point toward moderate value of 

form factor and thus represents semicircular or pear shaped. 

Stoddart's (1965) Elipticity Index (E) 

In accordance with the Stoddent the value of 'E' varies from 1 to infinity. In this 

equation 'E' is inversely proportional to F. 

E=n L214A 

Where, 

l'1 = 3.14 

A = Basin area 

L = Basin length 



For Rayeng basin: 

E = 3.1 X (16.10 km) 2 I 4 X 145.50 km2 

E = 3.14 X 259.2 km2 I 145.50 km2 

E = 813.888 I 145.500 

= 5.59 
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The value of 'E' of the Rayeng Basin is 5.59. Thus the shape of the basin is 

semicircular. 

V.C. Miller's circularity index (C) 

Miller (1953) defined a dimensionless circularity ratio (R) as the ratio of basin area to 

the area of circle having the same perimeter as the basin. According to V.C Miller 'C' 

value varies from 0 to (a line) 1 (a circle).He described the basin of the circularity 

ratios range 0.4 to 0.5 which indicates strongly elongated and highly permeable 

homogenous geologic materials. Miller found that circularity ratio remained 

remarkably unifomi in the range 0.6 to 0.7 for first and third basin in homogeneous 

geologic materials to preserve geometric similarity. 

C = Area of the basin I Area of the circle with same perimeter or the basin 

Or, C =4 n A I p2 

Where, 

n = 3.14 

A = Basin area 

P = basin perimeter 

For Raying Basin: 

Area of the basin= 145.50 sq km 

Perimeter of the basin= 49.17 km 

Hence area of the circle as same perimeter of the basin: 

2nR=P 

2 X 3.14 R = 49.17 km 

6.28 R = 49.17 km 

R = 49.17 km I 6.28 

R:;:: 7.82 km 

Where, 

n = 3.14 

R=Radius 

P = perimeter 



Hence area of the circle: 

A=nR2 

A= 3.14 x (7.82 km) 2 

A= 3.14 x 61.15 

A= 192.02 km2 

Thus 'C' of the Rayeng Basin 

C = 145.50 km2 I 192.02 Km2 

c = 0.76 
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The value of 'C' of the Rayeng Basin is 0.76, signifying that the Basin is pear shaped. 

Chorley, Maim and Pogorzelski's (1957) Lemniscate Method (K) 

In keeping with them higher value of the 'K' denoting more elongated shape of the 

basin and vice-versa. 

Where, 

L = Length of the basin 

· A = Area of the basin 

For Rayeng Basin: 

K ~ (16.10 km) 2 I 4 X 145.50 km2 

K = 259.21 km2 I 582 km2 

K= 0.45 

In case of Rayeng basin 'K' value (0.45) is less. Thus the shape of the basin is almost 

circular. 

Elongation Ratio (R) 

Schumm (1956) used an elongation ratio (R) defined as the ratio of diameter of a circle 

of the same area as the basin to the maximum basin length. It is a very significant 

in:dex in the analysis of basin shape which helps to give an idea about the hydrological 

character of a drainage basin. The value varies from 0 (highly elongated) to 1.0 

(circular shape) 

Diameter of a circle with same area of the basin 
R= 

Basin length 

'R' value of the Rayeng basin is 0.90 indicating that shape of the Basin is semicircular .. 
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Discussion 

From the all calculations concerned to the shape of the Rayeng Basin suggesting that 

the basin is semicircular or pear shaped. Thus the topographic condition of the basin 

displays dominating role for the development of the basin shape. The basin area has 

high relief along with steep to moderate slope. Climatic condition of basin furthermore 

plays a significant role. 

3.2.2 Law of basin perimeter 

The size, shape and the genetic aspects of the basin are determined by the basin 

perimeter and basin length. Perimeter of the basin is generally correlated with the 

square root of basin area. In case of Raying basin the area is 145.50 km2
. The 

perimeter of the basin is 49.165 km. To find out the relationship between basin 

perimeter and basin of the Rayeng Basin, 23 3rd order micro basins have been taken in 

to consideration (Table 3.8). Basin area and basin perimeter of the Rayeng Basin are 

plotted on logarithmic graph paper (both horizontal and vertical scales being constant 

ratio scale) a straight line of regression of positive power function is formed (Figure 

3.3). 

Log y = log a+ b log x 

Where, 

y = basin perimeter 

x = basin area 

Table 3.8 Perimeters of 3rd order basins of Rayeng Basin. 

Area of the basin 3rd Perimeter of 3rd 
Sl. No. order micro basin in order micro 

sq.km basin in km 
1. 21.25 19.00 
2. 11.00 17.00 
3. 5.25 10.50 
4. 1.63 6.00 
5. 2.88 7.50 
6. 1.00 4.00 
7. 6.38 10.80 
8. 2.00 7.00 
9. 2.25 7.50 
10. 1.38 6.50 
11. 1.25 6.00 
12. 1.50 6.00 
13. 2.50 8.00 
14. 2.00 7.00 
15. 2.19 7.00 
16. 2.63 8.00 
17. 5.13 10.00 
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20. 5.50 11 .00 
21. 1.38 4.50 
22. 1.25 4.50 
23. 1.44 5.50 

Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 

BASIN AREA VS. BASIN PERIMETER 
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Figure 3.3 Relationship between basin area and basin perimeter. 

Discussion 

The coefficient of correlation between basin perimeter and basin area of 23 micro 3rd 

order basins of Rayeng basin standing at 0.936 indicates very strong positive 

correlation which is significant at I % probability level. The regression line of power 

function model also displays strong positive relation between basin area and basin 

perimeter. The significant relationships among these variables indicate the story of 

genetic aspect of basin development. The basin area of Rayeng River has been 

increased due to vigorous head ward erosion of the first order segment of the basin . 

Basin perimeter has been increased due to back wearing of divides simultaneously. 

3.2.3 Law of basin area 

In the fourth law of drainage basin composition i.e. , in law of stream areas Schumm 

( 1956) stated "the mean basin areas of stream of each order tend closely to 

approximate direct geometric sequence in which the first term order basin for law of 

basin area". A.N. Stahler ( 1969) paraphrased Horton ' s law of stream length into law of 

basin area and postulated that, ' the mean basin areas of successive higher stream 
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basin area and postulated that, 'the mean basin areas of successive higher stream 

orders tend to form geometric series beginning with mean area of the 1st order basin 

and increasing according to constant area ratio' and suggested the following equation 

of the law of basin area: 

( ll•l) 
A.~=A1 Ra 

"Where "A1 is the mean area of the first order basin 

Ra is constant area ratio. 

Table 3.9 Order wise basin area ofRayeng River. 

Basin Basin area (km) Mean basin area Area 
order (sq. km) ratio 

1st 78.00 0.18 
2nd 73.00 0.77 4.27 
3rd 88.92 3.86 5.02 
4th 97.23 24.30 6.30 
5th 132.00 66.00 2.72 
6th 145.50 145.50 2.20 

Average Ra =4.1 0 

Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/ 5). 

Following equation of positive exponential function of regression 1s applied to 

examine the validity of forth law of drainage composition: 

Log y = log a + log bx 

Where, y = Mean basin area 

a= constant 

x = basin order 

b = regression coefficient 
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BASIN AREA VS.BASIN ORDER 
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Figure 3.4 Relationship between basin area and basin order. 

Discussion 

Mean areas of the basins have been increased with increasing the basin o.tck! . ...-(~bU 

3.9). P lotted regression line of exponential function proves that the fourth law of 

drainage composition is valid (Figure 3.4). Coefficient of correlah o'Y\. be-\-w€Q..'Yl

area of the basin and basin order is 0 .983 . It is significant at 0.05 levels which 

explaining that mentioned law is valid. The average area ratio is 4.10 which vary from 

2.20 to 6.60. It is minimum between 5th and 61
h order gul ly basins and maximum 

between 3rd and 4 th order basin. The probable explanations for variation in area ratio of 

Rayeng Basin are, rate of erosion is high, basin development has been interrupted and 

river piracy may also be responsib le for such variation. 

3.2.4 Law of allometric growth 

The re lationship between the contributing mean drainage basin area of each order and 

the cumulative stream length is expressed by the fifth law of drainage basin 

composition. This re lationship was introduced by Schumm as Schumm's law of 

contributing areas. This law expressed that "the relationship between basin area and 

total stream length contai ned within it at a given order is a direct logarithmic function; 

regression coefficient of which is un ity and the value of the area when total stream 

length is unity equals Schumm 's constant of channel maintenance (c)". The biological 

law of all ometric growth has been introduced by the geomorphologists like M. 
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Morisawa (1957), M.J Woldenberg (1966) A.N Strahler (1969) in the fluvial system 

wherein by analogy the measureable properties of a drainage basin, such as stream 

length and basin area are compared with the organs growing animal or plant an 

increase according to allometric growth law. At the youthful stage first order finger tip 

stream segments are engaged in accelerated erosion thus stream orders are increased. 

In accordance with A.N Strahler a straight line power function regression line is 

formed of the relationship between cumulative mean length and mean basin areas of 

different order are plotted on logarithmic paper. The equation suggested by Strahler as 

follows: 

Logy = Log a+b log x 

Where, 

y = cumulative mean length 

x = Mean basin area 

Table 3.10 Mean length and basin area of different gully order ofRayeng Basin. 

Basin order Mean length Cumulative mean Mean basin area 
(km) len~th (km) (sq. kn!} 

1st 0.57 0.57 0.18 

2nd 1.03 1.60 0.77 

3rd 1.13 2.73 3.86 

4th 4.00 6.73 24.30 

5th 8.00 14.73 66.00 

6th 3.00 17.73 145.50 

Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/ 5). 
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Figure 3.5 Relationship between stream length and basin area. 

Discussion 

Line of regression of positive power function denotes that the mean length of the 

streams has been increasing with increasing gully basin area (Figure 3.5). Correlation 

coefficient between these two variables is 0 .983 and is significant at the 0 .0 I level. 

Thus the law of allometric growth is valid. The accelerated rate of erosion of the 

streams of the Rayeng basin indicates that there is a successive increase in orders with 

the advancement of fluvial cycle. 

3.2.5 Drainage frequency or stream frequency 

It is defined as the total number of stream segments of all orders per unit area (Horton, 

1932). It is an index of the various stages of landscape evolution. The occurrence of 

stream segments depends on the nature and structure of rocks, vegetation cover, nature 

and amount of rainfall and soil permeability . To analyse the scenario of drainage 

frequency of the Rayeng Basin, entire basin has been categorised into three drainage 

frequency zones (Figure 3.6 & Table 3.11 ). 
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Figure 3.6 Drainage freq uency of the basin . 

Table 3.11 Drainage frequency of Rayeng basin . 

No. of stream Total area Area(sq.km) Area Remarks 
/sq km (sq.km) (%) 

<3 17.46 12 Low 
3 -6 145.50 

103.30 71 Moderate 
>6 

sq km 
24.74 17 High 

Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/ 5). 

Low drainage frequency zone 

Almost 12% ( 17.46 sq. km) area of the basin is of moderate drainage frequency . This 

frequency zone is most ly concen trated near the confluence of Rayeng and Rambi. 

Moderate drainage frequency zone 

Approxi mately 71 % ( I 03.30 sq . km) of the total bas in area is of moderate drainage 

density. 

High drainage frequency zone 

Just about 17% (24.74 sq. km) of the total basin area is of high drainage frequency. 

Discussion 

The moderate drainage frequency in the Rayeng Basin is attributed to rugged 

topography and steep barren slopes. The high drainage frequency in the areas is 

because of the fact that it falls in the zone of flu vial chan nels and the presence of 

ridges on both sides of the valley. Drainage frequency decreases as we move to lower 
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altitude of the basin. The on the whole study of the drainage frequency it is observed 

that on an average the basin has high drainage frequency. Irregular slope and different 

lithology of the basin is responsible for the high drainage frequency. Climatic 

condition also displays vital role in this context. 

3.2.6. Drainage Density of Ray eng Basin 

Horton (1932), introduced the drainage density (D) is an essential sign of the linear 

scale of landform elements in stream eroded topography. It is the ratio of total channel 

segment lengths cumulated for all orders within a basin to the basin area, which is 

expressed in terms of mi/sq. mi or km/sq.km. The drainage density indicates the 

closeness of spacing of channels, thus given that a quantitative measure of the average 

length of stream channel for the entire basin. It has been observed from drainage 

density measurements prepared over a wide range of geologic and climatic types that a 

low drainage density is more likely to occur in regions of highly resistant of highly 

permeable subsoil material under dense vegetative cover, and where relief is low. High 

drainage density is the resultant of weak or impermeable subsurface material, sparse 

vegetation and mountainous .relief. Low drainage density leads to coarse drainage 

texture while high drainage density leads to fine drainage texture (Strahler, 1964).To 

analyse drainage density of the study whole basin has been divided in to three drainage 

density zones (Figure 3.7 & Table 3.12). 
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Figure 3.7 Drainage density of the basin. 

Table 3.12 Drainage density of Rayeng River. 

Density Total area Area Area 
( km I sq. km ) (sq. km) (sq. km) (%) 

<3 145 .50 77.59 53 .33 
3-6 sq. km 44. 14 30.34 
>6 16.33 16.33 

Based on Topographical Map (78 A 18 and 78 Bl5). 

Moderate drainage density zone 

<3 Mode• ate 

3 - 6 High 

> 6 Ve1y high 

Remarks 

Moderate 
High 
Very high 

This zone is having drainage density below 3 km I sq.km and occupying (77 .59 sq. 

km) 53 .33% of the total basin area. Such type of density is found near the water di vide 

of the tributaries of Rambi and Rayeng River. 

High drainage density zone 

This zone is having drainage density in between 3 - 6 km I sq. km and occupying more 

or less 30.34% (44.14 sq. km) of the total basin area and mainly found in the upstream 

area of the Rayeng and Rambi River. 

Very high drainage density zone 

This zone is having drainage density above 6 km I sq. km and occupying almost 

16.33% (23.76 sq. km) of the total basin area. High drainage density is found at the 

source region of Rayeng River and Mangpu Hill area. 

C) 
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Discussion 

From the study of drainage density of the Rayeng Basin it is exposed that major 

portion of the basin area is composed of coarse grained hard rock. The upper section 

of the basin has been largely influenced by the development of hill slopes. The streams 

are generally short and ephemeral on account of various characteristics of rocks and 

soil cover of the basin area. Numerous small and parallel streams have been 

developed lateral to the master stream of the basin. Lithology of the basin area also 

influences the drainage density of the basin. Shape of the basin is Semicircular, 

consequently length of the steam comparatively shorter. Thus the drainage density is 

comparatively low. Drainage density also has an important influence upon stream flow 

because water flow in channels is faster than water flow over or through slopes. 

3.2. 7 Drainage texture of Ray eng Basin 

Together drainage density and drainage frequency in a drainage basin measures texture 

of the drainage net, but each of which treats a separate feature. In line with G.H Smith 

(1950) "drainage texture is an important geomorphic concept by which we mean the 

relative spacing of drainage lines". Horton (1945) defined drainage texture on the basis 

of stream frequency. In reality drainage texture has been used unenergetically and no 

successful effort has been in use to search for a quantitative parameter for its 

computation. Consistent with Schumm (1965), texture ratio is a significant factor in 

the drainage morphometric analysis which is conditional on the underlying lithology, 

infiltration capacity and relief aspect of the terrain. The texture ratio is spoken as the 

ratio between the first order streams and perimeter of the basin (R t = N 1 I P) and it 

depends on the underlying lithology, infiltration capacity and relief aspects of the 

terrain. 

In the present study to compute drainage texture (Table 3.13 & Figure 3.8) a 

simplified formula is applied which was recommended by Savindra Singh (1978). 

According to him "drainage texture refers to relative spacing of streams per unit length 

in grid squares. He suggested the formula (1981) mentioned below: 

Dt =AS= 11 (t+p)/2 

Where, 

Dt = drainage texture 

AS = average spacing between two stream 

T = (ti+h)/ 2/ --J2 
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When, t1 t2 = number of intersection between the stream 

network and grid square diagonal 

and P1+P2+P3+p4 / 4 

Where, 

PI to P2 = number of intersections between the stream 

network and square edges 

DRAINAGE TEXTURE MAP 

OF 
RAYENG BASIN 
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Figure 3.8 Drainage texture of the basin. 

Table 3.13 Drainage texture of Rayen g Basin . 

Drainage texture Total area Area Area Remarks 
(sq. km) (sq.km) (%) 

<0.4 6. 13 4.2 1 Moderate 
0.4 -0.8 145.50 3 1.76 2 1.83 Fine 

>0.8 101.49 69.83 Very fine 
Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 

Moderate texture ( <0.4) 

Only 6.13 sq.km area of basin has this category of drainage texture. This is found in 

the northeastern corner of the basi n. 

Fine texture (0.4 - 0.8) 

This category of texture sharing is about 31.76 sq. km of the basin and concentrated 

besides the steep valley slope. 
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Very fine texture (>0.8) 

Vast tract (101.49 sq. km) of the basin is characterized by this category of drainage 

texture. 

Discussion 

From the overall study it is exposed that the basin has mostly fine drainage texture. In 

the lower section and on the steep valley side, texture is moderate to coarse. In the 

tract of the basin, relief is jagged furthermore multiplicity in lithology, are liable for 

the augmentation of fine drainage texture. Mainly irregularity in slope has encouraged 

developing a number of gully in the upper part of the Rayeng Basin. As said by Horton 

(1945) that there is an intimate positive relation between drainage frequency and 

drainage texture. In this basin a close positive relationship is found between the 

drainage density and drainage texture. 

3.2.8 Ruggedness index of Ray eng Basin 

In accordance with Strahler's (1968), Ruggedness Number (Rn) is the product of the 

basin relief and the drainage density and usefully combines slope steepness with its 

length. In keeping with Strahler, if drainage density increases even as relief leftovers 

constant, the average horizontal distance from divides to nearby channel is reduced 

with an accompanying increase in slope steepness. Wherever basin relief is increased 

while drainage density leftovers constant, the elevation difference between divides and 

adjacent channels will also increase, so that slope steepness increases. Extremely high 

values of ruggedness number take place when both variables are large. By and large 

observed values of ruggedness number vary from as low as 0.06 in the subdued relief 

of coastal plain and lower reach of river valley to over 1.0 in the hill ranges or in 

badlands. Following formula is used to compute the ruggedness number of Rayeng 

Basin: 

Rn = D X H / 1000 

Where, 

Rn = Ruggedness number 

H =Total relief(H1-H2) 

H1 =Highest elevation 

H2 = Lowest elevation 

1 000 is the constant for metric unit 
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For the precise inquiry of ruggedness number the entire basin has been categorized 

into three ruggedness number zone based on the computed value (Table 3. 14 & Figure 

3.9): 
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Figure 3.9 Ruggedness index of the basin. 

Table 3.14 Ruggedness number of Rayeng Basin . 

Ruggedness number 
Total area Area Area 

Remarks 
(sq. km) (sq.km) (%) 

<0.6 14.91 10.25 Moderate 
0.6 -0.8 145 .50 100.07 68.78 High 

>0.8 sq. km 30.44 20.92 Very high 

Based on topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 

Moderate ruggedness number ( <0.6) 

Just 14.91 sq km (10.25%) of the basin is having moderate ruggedness index. Such 

moderate zone is mostly concentrated near perimeter of the basin. 

High ruggedness number (0.6-0.8) 

Near about I 00.07 sq. km (68.78) of the basin is covered by thi s kind. High 

ruggedness is mainly found in the tracts is having steep slope. 

Very high ruggedness number (>0.8) 

Again this category of rugged number is also found m small area of the basin 

(20.92%). 
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Discussion 

From the overall study concerning the ruggedness number it is exposed that, on 

account of uneven topography and variable lithological condition, the basin is 

characterized by high ruggedness number. As said by Strahler (1968) high mountain 

terrain is generally characterized by high ruggedness number and at the lower reach of 

the valley it should be lesser. In case of the. study area it is found that, value of 

ruggedness number is comparatively higher in areas is having rugged relief. On the 

contrary, the comparative flat portion of the basin is characterized by moderate to low 

value of ruggedness number. 

3.3 Relief aspects of the basin 

Relief aspects of drainage basin convey the three dimensional features of the basin 

relating to area, volume and altitude of vertical dimension of landforms in which 

different morphometric methods are used to analyse terrain characteristics. The study 

of relief aspect includes the analysis of average slope, relative reliefs, hypsometric 

analysis dissection index etc. 

3.3.1 Hypsometric analysis of Ray eng Basin 

The hypsometric curve o~ a catchment represents the relative area below (or above) a 

given altitude (Strahler, 1952). This curve is used to infer the stage of development of 

the drainage network also and it is a powerful tool to differentiate between tectonically 

active and inactive areas (Keller and Pinter 1996). In accordance with Strahler (1952) 

topography formed by stream channel erosion and associated processes of weathering 

mass movement, and sheet runoff is extremely complex, both in the geometry of the 

forms themselves and in the inter-relations of the process which produce the forms. 

The form of hypsometric curve and the value of the integral are important elements in 

topographic form. It show marked variations in regions differing in stage of 

development and geologic structure, because in the stage of youth hypsometric 

integral is large but it decreases as the landscape is denuded towards a stage of 

maturity and old age (Strahler, 1952, p.l18). For the study of area- height relationship 

of the Raying Basin different arithmetic methods have been adopted e.g., Area height 

curve, Hypsometric curve, Percentage hypsometric curve. 

Analysis of Area height curve of Ray eng Basin 

It indicates the actual areas between tWo successive contours and height of contours. 

Horizontal axis represents area in terms of percentage of total area and the vertical axis 
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displays height. For the preparation of this curve, area and height are measured from 

the topographical sheets (Table 3.15 & Figure 3.10). 

Table 3.15 Different attribute for hypsometric analysis. 

Height Length of the Area of the Relative area 
Slope 

(m) contour (m) basin (sq.km) (%) 
200 6000 0.74 0 6°0'3" 

300 12500 2.40 4.31 T35' 

400 27000 4.16 8.64 16°37" 

500 30000 7.06 12.95 19° 1-'32" 
600 34000 10.36 17.28 14°12' 

700 38000 15.45 21.6 .18°43' 

800 33000 21.39 25.96 14°02' 

900 28000 30.33 30.23 18°09' 

1000 27000 39.31 34.00 18°26' 

1100 26500 48.31 38.00 1T21' 

1200 26000 57.76 43.19 22°52' 

1300 22500 68.26 47.52 19°58' 

1400 19000 78 .. 88 51.83 1T06' 
1500 18500 88.12 56.16 22°12' 
1600 18250 99.04 60.48 15°31' 

1700 18000 109.08 64.79 14°22' 

1800 17500 115.54 69.11 16°31' 

1900 16500 121.44 73.43 15°56' 

2000 15250 126.84 77.75 4°34' 

2100 14500 132.53 82.07 5°3'12' 

2200 13250 137.38 86.39 4°11' 

2300 11000 140.98 90.71 5°3' 

2400 10000 144.04 95.03 607' 

2500 6000 145.5 100.00 4°9' 

Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 

From the study of. area height curve of Rayeng Basin it is revealed that 82% of the 

total area is occupied by the altitude zone of 1 OOOm - 2000m. Altitude zone of above 

2000m is covering an area of aboutl2% of the total area. Only 6% of the total area is 

occupied by the altitudinal zone of <1 OOOm. Major portion of the basin has high 

altitude, indicates active erosional activity with deep dissection and erosion. 

Hypsometric curve 

Absolute hypsometric curve is used for regional geomorphic studies. According to F.J. 

Monkhouse and H.R. Wilkinson (1967) hypsometric curve denotes the portion of area 

of the surface at various altitudes above or below a datum. Actual profile of terrain 

cannot display by the absolute hypsometric curve (Figure 3.11 ). It is helpful to indicate 

the stage of evolution of the relief. 
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AREA HEIGHT CURRVE OF RAYENG BASIN 
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Figure 3.10 Area height relationship of Rayeng Basin. 
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Figure 3.11 Hypsometry of the basin . 

Percentage hypsometric curve 

A.N. Strahler ( 1952) suggested percentage hypsometric curve for better understanding 

of the evolutionary stage of the landform. It involves the two ratios of relative height 

(h/H) where h indicates height between two successive contours and 'H' stand for total 
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height of the area) and relative area (a/A) where 'a' and 'A' stand for area between 

two successive contours and total area respectively). The hypsometric integral is the 

ratio of volume or percentage of total volume of the basin area below the curve. 

Schumn (1956) stated ''hypsometric integral is a measure of stage because it expresses 

as a percentage of the mass of the drainage basin remaining above a basal plane of 

surface". Hypsometric integral (HI ) ranging between 0.35 and 0.60 approximately 

corresponds to mature (equilibrium) stage of basin form , where as if it is ranging 

betweeri 0.20 to 0.35, the late maturity of the drainage basin is denoted. Hypsometric 

integral (HI) below 0.20 or 20% indicate old stage or monadnocks phase of the basin 

form. The value of hypsometric integral more 0.60 or 60% denotes youth (in 

equilibrium) stage of the basin form. 

The shape of the hypsometric curves and the HI values provide valuable information 

not only on the erosional stage of the basin, but also on the tectonic, climatic, and 

lithological factors controlling it (e.g., Moglen and ·Bras, 1995; Willgoose and 

Hancock, 1998; Huang and Niemann, 2006). The area below the hypsometric curve is 

known as the hypsometric integral (HI), varying from 0 to 1 (with values close to 0 in 

hjghly eroded regions and values close to 1 in slightly eroded regions; Antonio 

Pedrera, et al. 2009). The curve is produced by plotting the proportion of total basin 

height against the proportion of total basin area (figure 3.12). Usually convex 

hypsometric curves characterize young slightly eroded regions; S shaped curves 

characterize moderately eroded regions. 

Hypsometric Integral of Rayeng Basin (HI) 

HI values (Table 3.16) present precious information not only on the erosional stage of 

the basin, but also on the tectonic, climatic and lithological factors controlling it. So as 

to determine the Hypsometric Integral values of a drainage basin the hypsometric 

integral is defined by assigning each mean elevation, minimum elevation and 

maximum elevation values to basin area using formula as: 

Mean elevation - Minimum elevation I Maximum elevation - Minimum elevation 

Table 3.16 Hypsometric Integral ofRayeng Basin (HI) . 

Basin area(sq. Minimum Maximum Mean elevation . Hypsometric 
km) Elevation(m) Elevation _(_ml _(_ml IntegalJ!!!}_ 

145.50 183 2436 1347 0.52 

Based on topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 
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The shape of the hypsometri c curves and the HI values prov ide valuab le information 

not onl y on the erosional stage of the bas in , but also on the tectonic, cli matic, and 

lithological factors controll ing it (e.g., Moglen and Bras, 1995; Wi ll goose and 

Hancock, 1998; Huang and Niemann , 2006) . The hypsometri c integral of the basin is 

0 .52 (52%) signifying that the bas in is belonging to the juveni le stage. The physical 

factors of the basin also confirm the same. From the curve it is fo und that area between 

2200m - 2400m height and above is limited and may be called as hi ghland zone. The 

area between I OOOm to 2000m altitude covers the major part of the Rayeng basin with 

scattered section of steep slopes. The land between 400m and I OOOm has moderatel y 

high gradient while the area between 200 m to 300m has low slope gradient and thi s 

area receive materi als removed by eros ion. Diminuti ve portion of the total area of the 

basin has been removed by the erosional activity of the river Rayeng and its 

tributaries. In the upper part of the bas in erosional activities are too vivid. ' S' shaped 

curves characteri ze that the basi n is moderately eroded. High values of the 

hypsometri c integral indicate that most of the topography is hi gh re lat ive to the mean , 

such as uneven upl and surface cut by deeply incised streams indicating young and less 
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eroded areas. Lithology and climate of the basin are responsible for the intensive 

vertical erosion. 

3.3.2 CLINOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 

Clinographic analysis of the Ray eng Basin 

To acquire greater precision on the height of the break of slope, clinographic curve is 

used. This curve displays the average slopes between successive contours .Panoramic. 

view of the terrain is also displayed by the clinographic curve. This curve is more 

sensitive to small changes than a hypothermic curve and in some case it is less 

misleading. Different geomorphologists have suggested different techniques to prepare 

clinographic curves. The remarkable geomorphologists who provided the techniques 

for clinographic curves are Hanson Lowe (1935), A.N. Strahler (1952), De Smet 

(1954), Finster Walder (1980) and so onto prepare clinographic curves of the 

Rayeng Basin Finster Walder's and Strahler's technique have been adopted. 

FinsterWalder's clinographic curve (1980): 

Average slope angel between two successive contours. 

tan 0 = CI x Ll A 

Where, 

CI = Contour interval. 

L =Total length of contour. 

A= Total area between contours. 

He suggested two types of clinographic curves such as: 

a) Clinographic curve: In this curve lengths of the contour are plotted against their 

respective heights (figure 3.13 & 3.14). 

b) Hypsoclinographic curve: In this curve cumulative areas between successive 

contours are plotted against the respective cumulative heights. 

2) Me~n slope curve of A.N. Strahler (1952) 

According to A.N. Strahler average slope angel between two successive contours is

tan 8 = CIIAW 

Where, 

CI = Contour interval. 

In this curve slope angles are plotted against the contour height. 
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Figure 3.13 Clinographic curve of the basin after Finsterwalder. 
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From the study of clinographic curve of Rayeng Basin prepared on the basis of Finster 

Walder's techn ique, it is revealed that break of slope and sudden changes in relief are 

so vivid. From 2500m to l 500m alt itude of the re lief slope is convex and changes in 

slope are not so flamboyant. There is a sharp break of slope at the elevation of l450m 
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height, another vivid break in slope is found at 950m of altitude. In the lower elevation 

small changes are observed .The mean slope curve has been prepared based on the 

Strahler's method, it is found the changes of slope in Rayeng basin so spectacular. On 

the whole study of the clinographic curves it can be concluded that the Rayeng Basin 

is belonging to juvenile stage. The River Rayeng and its tributaries are remarkably 

engaged in erosional activities instead of depositional ones. 

3.3.3 Slope of the Ray eng Basin 

As said by Twiddle (1973: 93) "Surface gradient is the fundamental unit of the 

physiographic landscape". In keeping with Wenthworth's (1930), erodibility of a 

watershed can be studied and can be· compared from its average slope. More the 

percentage of slopes more are its erosion, if all other things are kept constant. Slope is 

the most important and specific feature of the earth's surface form. Maximum slope 

line is well marked in the direction of a channel reaching downwards on the ground 

surface. There are many contributions to slope-geomorphology and various methods of 

representing the slope, but the contributions made by Rich (1916), Wentworth (1930), 

Raisz and Henry (1937), Smith (1938-39), Robinson (1948), Calef (1950), Calef and 

Newcomb (1953), Strahler (1956), Miller (1960), Eyles (1965) and Pity (1969), are 

very important. 

The morphogenesis of the landform can be more comprehensive through analysis of 

slope. Slope. analysis is very useful in making quantitative generalization of the 

landform. Characteristics of the streams are highly influenced by the surface gradient 

It controls agricultural practices, development of settlement, development of industry, 

traffic movement and military operations (Figure 3.15 & Table 3.17). Slope analysis of 

the study area has been made based on Wentworth's' (1930) method. On the word of 

Wentworth: 

Slope angle = tan 0 = N x I I Wk 

Where, N = Average number of· contour crossing per kilometre 

length 

I = Contour interval 

. Wk =Constant for CGS System- 636.6 and FPS System~3361 
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Table 3.17 Category of slope in the Rayeng Basin . 

Slope Total Area Area 
category area (sq. km) (%) Remarks 

( sq. km) 
< 16° 42.50 29.2 1 Moderate slope 

145.50 Moderate ly steep 
16° - 23° sq. km 49.50 34.02 

slope 
23° - 30° 5 1.25 35.22 Steep slope 

> 30° 2.25 1.55 Very steep slope 
Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 

To achieve thorough know ledge in relati on to the slope scenari o the whole basin has 

been categori zed into four categories of average slope zones fo llowing by slope 

class ificati on of A. Young ( 1972): 

Moderate slope zone ( < 16°) 

Approx imately 42.50 sq. km (29.2 1 %) of total basin area comprises average slope 

below 16°. In the northwestern part of Kali khola and Rambi Khola basi ns moderate 

slope is observed. 

Moderately steep slope zone (1 6° - 23 °) 

This slope zone lies in the Mangpu hill area and Takdah reserve forest area. Source 

area of Rayeng Ri ver is having moderately steep slope. 49.50 sq. km of the total basin 

area i.e., 34.02% of the total area is characterized by the category of slope zone. 

z 

z 
C) ., 
on • ., 
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Steep slope (23 ° - 30°) 

Almost 35.22 sq km (35.22 %) of the total Basin area is under this category of slope 

zone. Southeastern part of the basin i.e., mainly the area adjacent to Rayeng river has 

such category of slope. 

Very steep slope (> 30°) 

About 2.25 sq. km (1.55%) of the total basin area is belonging to such category of 

slope. In. Mangpu is having such slope. 

Discussion 

Slope is a collective action of many factors viz. lithology, structure, climate, vegetal 

cover, drainage, relief and denudational processes (weathering and mass wasting). As 

of the analysis on the whole slope scenario it is found that distribution of slope in 

terms of total area is not equal. Vast area of the basin (69.24%) is under steep to very 

steep slope and rest part (30.76%) is under moderately steep slope. This condition of 

the slope denotes that this area has been uplifted in the recent past orogenetically. 

Steep slope has enhanced vigorous vertical erosion of the streams. Consequently the 

basin surface configuration displays the evidence of stream erosion. Erodibility of 

Rayeng Basin is high in the tracts are having steep to very steep slope in comparison 

to moderate one. Heterogeneous rock type characteristics of the basin may indicate 

irregular slope. It is very difficult to identify the influence of one particular 

geomorphic aspect in isolation because the slope types are the combination of many 

factors. 

3.3.4 Relative Relief 

Relative relief termed as 'amplitude of available relief or 'local relief is defined as 

the difference in height between the highest and the lowest points (height) in a unit 

area (Smith, 1935). It is an important morphometric variable used for the overall 

assessment of morphological characteristics of terrain. Melton (1958) suggested to 

calculate relative relief by dividing the difference of height between the highest and . 

lowest points in the basin (H) with basin perimeter (P), thus relative relief = HIP. It 

was expressed as "topographic relief' by Johnson (1933). G.H.Smith computed 

relative relief by following formula: 

RR= (H1-H2) 

Where, 

RR = Relative relief 

H1 =Highest elevation of the area 
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H2 = Lowest elevation of the area 

Rel ative relief is calculated on the basis of highest and lowest elevations (after 

Smith, 1935) and the data of relative relief so derived are tabulated and classified into 

three categories (Tab le 3. 18 & 3.16). 
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Figure 3.16 Relative relief of the basin. 

Table 3.18 Relative Relief of Rayeng Basin . 

Relative relief (m) Total area Area Area Remarks 
(sq. km) (sq. km) (%) 

< 250 
145.50 

9.85 14.33 Moderate 
250 - 500 

sq. km 
62.00 90.2 1 High 

500 28.15 40.96 Very high 

Based on Topographtcal Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 

Moderate relative relief 

Only 9.85% (14.33sq. km) of the total area of the basin is having relative relief less 

than <250m which mostly is found near the peripheral area of the basin . 

High relative relief 

Near about 62% (90.2 1 sq. km) of the total basin area is occupied by the relative relief 

zone having value between 250m to 500m. Major portion of the area is occupied by 

high relative relief. 

Very high relative relief 

Only 28.15% of the total basin area is having relative relief more than 500m. 
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Discussion 

Major portion of the basin is characterized by high relative relief confined to the 

dissected and highly undulating tracts. High relative . relief of the Rayeng Basin 

signifying the youth stage of evoluti.on of the river according the concept of 

'Geomorphological cycle of erosion' proposed by William Davis (1899). If we 

compare the scenario of relative relief and average slope then it is found that there is a 

positive relationship in between these two aspects. William Morris Davis (1899) 

envisages in his cyclic concept of landform evolution that both relative and absolute 

relief is high at the juvenile stage of fluvial cycle of erosion. From the view point 

Davisian landform evolution it can be inferred that this basin is belonging at the youth 

stage. As like as slope the lithology and differential rate of erosion are responsible for 

the variation of relative relief in the various tracts of the basin. 

3.3.5 Dissection index 

Dissection index is a parameter which implying the degree of dissection or vertical 

erosion and expounds the stages of terrain or landscape development in any given 

physiographic region or watershed (Singh and Dubey 1994).Usually, the values of 

dissection index fluctuate between '0' (full absence of vertical dissection/erosion and 

therefore ascendancy of flat surface) and ' 1 ' (in extraordinary cases, vertical cliffs, it 

may be at vertical escarpment of hill slope or at seashore). To determine the magnitude 

and nature of the dissection of terrain dissection index is used as an important 

morphometric analysis. Dissection index is as well used as morphometric determinant 

of the stage of cycle of erosion wherein old, mature and young stages are related to 

dissection indices of less than 0:1 to 0.3 and more than 0.3 respectively. Dov Nir 

(1957) presented a quick method of calculation of dissection index. He suggested 

following formula: 

DI =RR/ AR, 

Where, 

DI = Dissection index. 

RR = Relative Relief. 

AR = Absolute Relief. 

Dissection index of Rayeng Basin has been computed by the formula of DovNir 

(1957) (Figure 3.17 & Table 3.19). 
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Figure 3.17 Dissection index of the basin . 

Table 3.19 Dissection Index of Rayeng Basin. 

Dissection Index Total area Area Area Remarks 
(sq. km) (sq. km) (%) 

< 0.23 56.44 38.79 Moderate 
0.23-0.39 145.50 52.29 35.93 Moderately high 
0.39 - 0.55 23.49 16. 14 High 

> 0.55 13 .28 9.13 Very high 
Based on Topographical Map (78 A/8 and 78 B/5) . 

For precise analysis of the dissection index of the Rayeng basin entire basin has been 

divided into following dissection index zones: 

Moderately high dissection index 

Area under moderately high dissection index is about 38 .79% of the total area of the 

basin. Western tract of the basin have moderately high di ssection index. 

High dissection index 

Southern and central tracts of the basin is having high dissection index . About 35 .93% 

of the total area of the basin lies in the high di ssection index zone. 

Very high dissection index 

Nmth-western tract of the basin has high dissection index. This dissection index zone 

is covering 16.14% area of the total basin area. 
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Extremely high dissection index 

About 9.13% of the total area is occupied by this dissection index zone and sharing 

about 16.14% ofthe total basin area. 

Discussion 

From the study of dissection index of the Raying Basin it is found that on an average 

the basin has high dissection index. Thus, the basin relief belongs in the juvenile stage. 

The highlands with scraps of the basin are well dissected and eroded by their drainage 

lines. In many areas, narrow elongated ridges are formed by streams cutting through 

their valleys. On account of steep slope the steams are engaged in vigorous vertical 

erosion.Consequenty dissection index become high. Moreover lithology of the basin 

also displays vital role for the variation in dissection index of the basin. 

3.3.6 Law of channel slope 

One of the major relief aspects of a drainage basin is the channel slope. A.N. Strahler 

(1969) has defined the mean channel slope (gradient) as 'the ratio of vertical drop of 

horizontal distance is measured from the upper end to lower end of a single stream 

segment of a given order'. The vertical leg of the triangle is the average vertical drop 

(H~) of the order; the horizontal leg is the average horizontal distance of the order and 

is identical with mean stream length, (L~). The law of channel slope was propounded 

by R.E. Horton (1945) and applied by M. Morisawa (1959) and Leopold and Miller 

(1956). As said by the above mentioned geomorphologists, mean channel slope 

decreases with increasing stream order. For the analysis of the chanriel slope of the 

Rayeng Basin, two composite stream profiles have been produced by the following 

formula: 

where Sj..~ = H~•iL1-1 , 

s,_. =Mean slope of order u ; H1-1 =The average vertical drop of order 1-1; ~ =Mean 

stream length of order 1-1 ; RS =Slope ratio; RS = SJ-IISI-I-1 

Table 3.20 Channel slope of Rayeng River. 

Stream Mean stream Length Mean vertical Mean channel Slope ratio 
order in m (Lu) drop in m (Hu) slope (Su) (R.) 

1 st 600 370 3 r39'38" 0.82 

2nd 880 445 26"49'29" 0.59 

3 rd 1020 310 16"54'18" 0.70 

4th 3080 660 12"05'41, 0.23 

5th 11000 540 2"48'37" 0.20 

6th 3000 40 0"45' 

Average RS. 0.51 

Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 
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Table 3.21 Channel slope ofRambi River. 

Mean stream Mean vertical Mean channel slope Slope ratio 
length in m (Lu) drop in m (Hu) (Su) (Rs) 

576.93 356.66 31"43'21" 0.61 
1040.00 400 21"02' 15" 0.57 
1404.04 315 12.38'26" 0.64 

1850 250 OT04' 0.21 

5000 160 1°49'58" 

Average slope ratio = 0.51 

Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 

Horton (1945) found that there is inverse relationship between stream order and 

stream gradient. This law is known as the law of stream slopes of drainage basin 

composition. According to this law ''there is a fairly definite relationship between 

slope of the streams and stream order, which can be expressed by an inverse geometric 

series law". Morisawa (1962) sated the law mathematically as (S- c) = (S- c) 1, which is 

identical with the regression of log mean channel gradient against order as ; log ( S-c 

) 11 = a - b11 • The slope of the regression line (antilog of the coefficient b) is termed as 

channel slope ratio (Rs).Law of channel slope was applied by M. Morisawa (1959) and 

Leopold and Miller (1956) states that mean channel slopes decreases with increasing 

successive orders in geometric series with constant slope. The relation between stream 

order and channel slope can be tested by a straight line regression of negative power 

function model with the following equation: 

Log y = log a + bx 

Where, 

log y = mean channel slope 

a = constant. 

x = basin order. 

b = regression coefficient. 
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Figure 3.18 Channel gradient of Rambi River. 
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Figure 3.19 Channel gradient of Rayeng River. 
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Figure 3.20 Relationship between stream channel gradient & basin order. 
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Figure 3.21 Relationship between stream channel gradient & basin order. 

Discussion 

The mean slope both of the rivers has been declining with ever-increasing stream order 

(Table 3.20, 3.21 & Figure 3. 18 & 3. 19). It varies from 0.62 (3 1°39 '38 ,' ) for fear that 

of first order streams to 0.01 (0°45') lest of the sixth order streams in Rayeng Basin. 

Then agai n it varies from 0.62 (31 °4321 ;) for fear that of the first order streams to 0.03 
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(r49'38") lest of the fifth order steams of Rambi Basin. The average slope ratio of 

Rayeng River is 0.51 and ranges from 0.20 to 0.82. Conversely average slope ratio of 

Rambi river is also 0.51 and ranges from 0.21 - 0.6. These unusual changes in slope 

ratio (RS) cannot be explained by climatic variation. The differential erosion is mainly 

caused on account of various rock structure of the basin. 

Regression analysis (Figure 3.20 & 3.21) of stream gradient vs. stream orders of 

both rivers testifies the validity of Horton's Law of Stream Slopes, which states that 

there is a fairly definite relationship between the slope of the streams and their orders, 

which can be expressed by an inverse geometric series law. 

3.3. 7 Profile analysis 

Longitudinal profile analysis 

The longitudinal profile or long profile of a river is the gradient of its water-surface 

line from source to mouth. It gives a comprehensible picture of break in longitudinal 

course of a river. Knick points or heads of rejuvenation are also denoted by 

longitudinal profile of a river. It is obvious that along the longitudinal course of a river 

the channel have to adjust to a number of parameter. Longitudinal profile of a river is. 

interconnected to the functions of action by the channel and in a roundabout way to the 

regional environment. Even if in general longitudinal profile of a stream is concave 

upward but indeed it commonly shows many irregularities. Leopold et al (1964) stated 

from their field studies that longitudinal profile can be considered to be a function of 

the variable as mentioned below: 

Discharge ( Q) 

Sediment load delivered to the channel (Gs) 

Size of debris (D) 

Flow resistance (n) 

Velocity (v) 

Width (w) 

Depth (d) 

Slope (s) 

Richards (1982) has introduced an empirical rule that channel slope is an inverse 

function of discharge, are, S = tQm-z 

Where,QM =mean discharge 

S = channel gradient 

t and z = empirical constant 
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Consistent with Davis, the youthful stream is ungraded, with irregular long profile 

which provides much energy for vigorous down cutting. Davis stated mature streams 

are the graded stream having smoothed long profile in which condition lateral erosion 

is vigorous. In line with Davis, the river longitudinal profile is graded from head to 

mouth. But indeed in the real world situation many streams may have irregular profiles 

where balance is maintained between erosion and deposition which contradicts 

Davisian (1902) concept of equilibrium or steady state. G.K. Gilbert (1887) first 

defined profile of equilibrium as a condition of balance where slope, width, depth and 

other channel characteristics are adjusted to prevailing volume of water and the load it 

is carrying. Such equilibrium or grade cannot be attained in a brief period of time, 

because erosion and deposition are taking place almost continue over a long period 

just like an oscillation. If this process of balance of continuous oscillations is viewed 

over a long term (graded time). Short term changes in the system tend to be controlled 

by the system itself. This oscillations balance is termed as dynamic equilibrium. State 

of equilibrium is an algebraic function of altitude and length of the thalweg. With 

following equation this can be expressed: 

Yc=K+abx 

Where, 

Yc =Computed elevation of the thalweg at any given point. 

x =Distance between the given points of the thalweg. 

K = the asymptote approximating zero (0), it denotes the elevation at 

the confluence or base level 

ax = 0 and b is the rate at which elevation changes as a function of 

So, the equation is, Yc = ab2 

Analysis of longitudinal profiles of Ray eng and Rambi River 

Longitudinal profiles of Rayeng and Rambi rivers have been prepared from (SOl) 

topographical sheet bearing the numbers 78 A/8 and 78 B/5 respectively. To compare 

the observed longitudinal profiles of Rayeng and Rambi rivers with the profile of 

equilibrium, exponential profiles have been made applying the abovementioned 

algebraic equation (Table 3.22, 3.23 & Figure 3.22, 3.23, 3.24 & 3.25). 
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Table 3.22 Length and elevation of Rayeng River. 

Distance (m) Elevation (m) 
0 2100 

200 2000 
450 1900 
600 1800 
900 1700 
1175 1600 
1375 1500 
1625 1400 
1850 1300 
2300 1200 
2600 1100 
2750 1000 
3750 900 
4500 800 
5450 700 
8175 600 
9175 500 
11675 400 
14675 300 
18000 200 

Based on Topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 
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Figure 3.22 Longitudinal profiles. 
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LONGITUDINAL PROFILE OF RA YENG RIVER 

(Ohservecl & Exp onential) 
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Figure 3.23 Observed and exponential longitudinal profile. 

Table 3.23 Length and elevation of Rambi River. 

Distance (m) Elevation (m) 
00 2300 

500 2200 
1000 2100 
1750 2000 
2500 1900 

2700 1800 
3200 1700 
3400 1600 
3500 1500 
4050 1400 
4300 1300 
4850 1200 
5150 1100 
5500 1000 
5700 900 
6000 800 
6550 700 
7015 600 
7480 500 
8030 400 
9780 300 
15000 200 

Based on topographical Map (78 A /8 and 78 B/5). 
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Figure 3.24 longitudinal profiles. 
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Figure 3.25 Observed and exponenti al longi tudinal profi le. 
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Streams by means of di scharge increas ing downstream have concave long profiles . 

Thi s is for the reason that the pull force of fl owing water depends on the product of 

channel gradient and water depth. Depth increases with increasi ng discharge and as a 

result, in moving downstream, a graduall y lower gradient is adequate to carry the bed 

load. A lot of ri ver long profiles are not smoothly concave but ho ld flatter and steeper 

sections. The steeper sections, which initi ate at kni ck points, may possibly result fro m 
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outcrops of hard rock, the action of local tectonic movements, abrupt changes in 

discharge, or decisive stages in valley development such as active headward erosion 

(Ro Charlton, 2006). 

Longitudinal profiles of both Rayeng and Rambi rivers have very steep gradient and 

concave in middle part signifying that the both rivers belonging in youth stage. 

Longitudinal profiles of both rivers put on view irregularities demonstrating the 

evidence of ungraded profiles. The steep gradient of the long profiles indicates that 

apart from the foothill, the entire longitudinal course of Rayeng and Rambi river 

erosion is strong. Concave longitudinal profiles of Rayeng and Rambi rivers indicates 

that channel gradients decrease downstream depending on increase in discharge. The 

size of these two rivers increases downstream as attributing area and thus the discharge 

is increased. Excluding the foothill area both the rivers are busy in vigorous valley 

deepening process. Irregularities in slope of longitudinal profiles of both rivers, 

indicates evidences of break in slope. Variations in discharge and in lithology and 

structure have produced the irregularities in the longituqinal profiles of Rayeng and 

Rambi rivers. From the (figure) it is found that residuals are high which denotes that 

the observed profiles both of the rivers have faced more than one cycle of erosion. In 

case of Rayeng River from the source. to 2000m downstream, the observed profile is 

below the exponential profile. From 2000m distance to 8000m distance downstream 

the observed profile is over the exponential curve. From 2000m distance to the 

observed and exponential profile is approximately alike. In case of Rambi River from 

the source to 2000m distance downstream the observed profile is below the 

exponential curve. From 2000 m to 6000m downstream observed profile is above the 

exponential curve. From 6000 m to 12000m distance downstream the observed profile 

is underneath the exponential curve. The observed profile of Rayeng River 

representing of three distinct segments viz. from source to 2700m downstream, from 

2700m to 8000m downstream, from 8000m to mouth. First segment indicates very 

steep slope, where erosion is maximum. The second segment indicates concave slope, 

where rate of erosion is also high. The lower segment denotes more or less rectilinear 

slope where, erosion is low. The observed profile of Rambi River also conveys four 

vivid segments viz. from source to 3700m downstream indicates crest slope, from 

3 700m to 6000m down showing very steep slope, where erosion is maximum, from 

6000m to 12000m downstream exhibiting concave profile, where valley deepening is 

high, from 12000m to mouth falling slope indicates very low erosion. There are many 
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points, found in the profiles both of the rivers refer to that both the rivers have been 

faced multi cycle of erosion. In conclusion it can be said that the Rayeng Basin has 

long epeirogenic history. 

Analysis of valley crosses profiles of Ray eng and Rambi River 

Valley cross profile of a river is constructed by taking the height and distance at 

certain intervals across the river valley. It displays the configuration of the valley 

bottom, valley width and valley side slope at any station. From the study of successive 

valley cross profile the evolution of the river valley can be understood. The local 

climatic and geology influence the development river valley can also be from the 

comprehensive of valley cross profiles. In general at the youthful stage the valley cross 

section is more or less 'V' shaped and valley-side slopes are steep. Valley-side slopes 

_become gentler as a cycle proceeds. In keeping with Leopold , Wolman and Miller ( 

1964 ) "The shape of the cross section of a river channel is a function of the flow, 

quantity and character of the sediment in movement and the character and composition 

ofthe material making up the bed and banks ofthe channel". To get hold of an idea 

as regards the changing nature of the channel a detailed field study was conducted at 

the downstream area of Rayeng and Rambi rivers. Following channel cross profiles 

(Table 3.2, 3.25 & plate 3.0, 3.1, 3.2,) of Rayeng River have been produced at 

downstream. 

Table 3.24 Position of gauging station for cross profile ofRayeng River. 

Position Location 
(based on GPS reading) 

1.5m upstream from the confluence of 26°59.746' N & 88°25.995' E 
Rayeng with Tista River. 

Table 3.25 Staff readings across the selected cross sections of Rayeng River during 

monsoon seasons (2008, 2009, and 2010). 

Distance Elevation in m Elevation in m Elevation in m 
in m ( 2008) ( 2009) (2010) 

0 185 185.00 185.03 
13 184.67 184.62 184.55 

25 183.79 183.65 183.62 

37 1.82.65 182.55 182.50 

49 182.04 182.30 182.30 

61 183.00 182.65 182.64 

81 183.52 183.25 183.30 

102 183.75 183.25 183.25 

112 184.08 184.50 184.50 



138 

163 

188 

213 

238 

263 

298 

333 

368 

396 

184.52 184.60 184.60 

184.64 184.65 184.65 

184.88 184.70 184.65 

185.08 185.00 185.00 

184.75 184.35 184.39 

184.59 184.45 184.47 

184.28 184.65 184.60 

183.50 183.00 183.00 

184.62 184.65 184.65 

185.50 1.85.50 185.50 

Source: Fteld survey. 

Table 3.26 Staff readings across the selected cross sections of 

Rayeng River during non-monsoon seasons (2008, 

2009, and 2010). 

Distance Elevation in m Elevation in m Elevation in m 
in m ( 2008) ( 2009) (2010) 

0 185.05 185.05 185.00 

13 184.55 184.60 184.50 

25 183.75 183.50 183.52 

37 182.60 182.57 182.49 

49 182.05 182.25 182.27 

61 182.50 182.55 182.57 

81 183.30 183.15 183.25 

102 183.60 183.05 183.20 

112 184.00 184.35 184 .. 45 

138 184.65 184.50 184.50 

163 184.60 184.50 184.55 

188 184.75 184.6 184.6 

213 185.00 185.03 185.02 

238 184.45 184.50 184.45 

263 184.35 184.50 184.48 

298 184.02 184.55 184.55 

333 183.00 183.15 183.00 

368 184.50 184.62 184.62 

396 185.62 185.55 185.55 
Source: F1eld survey. 
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Plate 3.0 Dumpy level survey along a cross-section at the 

confluence of Rayeng River. 

Plate 3.1 Measurement of discharge at the confluence of Rayeng River. 

Plate 3.2 Confluence of Rambi Ri ver with Rayeng River. 
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VALLEY CROSS PROFILES OF REY ANG RIVER 

(1.5 Km upstream from the confluece with the Tista River) 

186.0 

18s.o h -=--~ ,r 
184.01 ~/ ~/ 
183.0 

182.0 

181.0 

1~.0~----------------------------------~ 

Di.tance in metre 

V .-tical • an .-a.tion of scale is consid.-ed for vivid profile view 

Based on fier1d survey-2008 

Profilos 

Monsoon 

Nonmonsoon 

Figure 3.26 Valley crosses profiles of Rayeng River. 

VALLEY CROSS PROFILE OF REYENG RIVER 

At 1.5 km upstream from the confluence with Tista River 

Profiles 

Mooruoon 

Nonmoruoon 

Distance in metre 

Vertical exaggeration of scale is considered for vivid profile view 

Based on field su:vey -2009 

Figure 3.27 Valley crosses profiles of Rayeng River. 
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VALLEY CROSS PROFILE OF REYANG RIVER 

At 1.5 krn upstream from the confluence with the Tista River 
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Figure 3.28 Valley cross profiles of Rayeng River. 

SUPERIMPOSED VALLEY CROSS PROFILES 

OF REYANG RIVER(Monsoon season) 

At 1.5 km upstream from the confluence with the Tists. River 

Y es.r wise profiles 

2008 

2009 

2010 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Distance in metre 

V ertics.l exaggeration of s cs.le for ViVid profile View 

B I.S ed on field survey 2008 ,2009 ,2010 

Figure 3.29 Superimposed valley cross profiles of Rayeng River. 
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SUPERIMPOSED VALLEY CROSS PROFILES 

OF R!YANG RIVER(N onmonsoon) 

Year wise profiles 

2008 

2009 

2010 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~%~~~ 
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Distance in metre 

Vertical a aggention of scale is considered for vivid profile view 
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Figure 3.30 Superimposed valley cross profi les of Rayeng Ri ver. 

Table 3.27 Position of gauging station for cross profile of Rambi River. 

Site Location 

2.5 Km upstream from the 26° 59' N & 88°25 .8' E 

confluence with Rayeng (based on GPS reading) 

Table 3.28 Staff readings across the selected cross sections 

of Rayeng Ri ver during monsoon seasons 

(2008, 2009, and 20 I 0). 

Distance Elevation in m Elevation in m Elevation in m 
inm (2008) (2009) (2010) 

0 185.5 185.52 185 .55 
10 185.3 185 .28 185 .20 

20 185.65 185.65 185.45 

30 185.35 185.25 185.20 
40 185 .13 185. 15 185 .15 
50 185.25 185 .25 185.25 

60 185.79 185.8 185 .79 

70 185 .82 185 .70 185 .68 

79 185.55 185 .55 185 .50 

83 185 .00 185.00 184.95 

87 184.95 184.95 184.90 

9 1 184.35 184.25 184.20 

95 183.87 183.80 183.80 
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99 184.00 184.05 184. 15 

103 185.50 185.50 185.65 
Source: Field survey 

Table 3.29 Staff readings across the selected cross sections of 

Rayeng Ri ver during non- monsoon seasons 

(2008, 2009, 20 I 0). 

Distance Elevation in m Elevation in m Elevation in m 
inm (2008) (2009) (2010) 

0 185.50 185.45 185.45 

10 185.20 185.25 185.2 1 

20 185.60 185 .50 185.50 

30 185.30 185.20 185 . 15 

40 185.00 185 .10 185.20 

so 185 .15 185.25 185.20 

60 185 .75 185.85 185.83 

70 185.80 185.75 185.72 

79 185.65 185.50 185.55 

83 185.05 184.95 185.00 

87 184.90 184.89 184.90 

91 184.40 184.20 184. 15 

95 183.75 183.75 183.70 

99 183.95 184.00 184.00 

103 185.50 185.50 185.60 
Source: Field survey. 

VALLEY CROSS PROFILE OF RAMBI RIVER 

(2 .5 Km . upstream from the confluence with Ra.yeng)) 
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Figure 3.31 Vall ey cross profiles of Rambi River. 
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VALLEY CRO SS PROFILE OF R.AM:BI RIVER 

(2 .5 Kzn upotream from the confluonce with Rayeng) 
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Figure 3.32 Valley cross profiles of Rambi River. 
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Figure 3.33 Vall ey cross profi les of Rambi River. 
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SUPERIMPOSED VALLEY CROSS PROFILES 

OF RAMBI RIVER(Mons oon season) 
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Figure 3.34 Superimposed valley cross profiles of Rambi Ri ver. 
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Figure 3.35 Superimposed valley cross profiles of Rambi Ri ver. 
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Characteristics of cross profiles of Rayeng River and Rambi River of the year 

2008,2009 and 2010 

For an enhanced widespread study of channel morphology series of cross profiles 

surveyed on regular basis is the most effective way considered by the 

geomorphologists. For this purpose, a series of cross sections have been represented 

based on field survey for both Rayeng and Rambi rivers conducted in monsoon and 

non-monsoon period for the years of 2008, 2009 and 2010 (Figure 3.26, 3.27, 3.28, 

3.29, 3.30, 3.3, 3.32, 3.33, 3.34, & 3.35). From the prepared profiles of both rivers 

. following facts have been exposed. 

Progressive changes in the cross section area 

The study of progressive changes in the cross section areas (Table 3.30, 3.31, 3.32 & 

3.33) of Raying and Rambi rivers has been made comparing the cross section at areas 

measure in the consecutive years of 2008, 2009 and 2010 both in monsoon and nom

monsoon seasons respectively. The study reveals following facts: 

Table 3.30 Cross-section area of Rayeng River at the confluence 

with Tista River & 1.5 km · on upstream (monsoon 

season). 

Date of Field study Cross section area Cross section area 
in sq. m in sq. m 

(at the confluence) (1.5 km on upstream) 
14.7.2008 198.35 175.20 
17.7.2009 200.15 187.25 
12.7.2010 171.50 165.50 
Range of variation 28.65 21.75 

Source: Field survey. 

Table 3.31 Cross-section area of Rayeng River at the confluence with 

Tista River&; 1.5 km on upstream (non-monsoon season). 

Date of Field study Cross section area Cross section area 
in sq. m in sq. m 

(at the confluence) (1.5 km on upstream) 
27.12.2008 21.15 18.25 
29.12.2009 32.81 12.25 
25.11.2010 11.20 8.75 
Range of variation 9.95 9.50 

Source: Field survey. 
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Table 3.32 Study of cross-section area of Rambi River at the confluence with the 

Rayeng River & 2.5 km on upstream (monsoon season). 

Date of Field study Cross section area Cross section area 
in sq.m in sq. m 

(At the confluence) (2.5 km on upstream) 
15.07.2008 109.00 69.00 
18.07.2009 112.60 71.50 
15.08.2010 69.80 69.80 
Range of variation 16.00 1.70 

Source: Field survey. 

Table 3.33 Cross-section area of Rambi River at the confluence with Rayeng 

River&2.5 km on upstream (non-monsoon season). 

Date of Field study Cross section area Cross section area 
in sq. m in sq. m 

(At the confluence) (2.5 km on upstream) 
30.12.2008 9.08 6.05 
22.12.2009 8.85 6.25 
27.11.2010 5.30 5.30 
Range of variation 0.03 0.95 

Source: Field survey. 

a) Cross section area ofRayeng River at the confluence and at 1.5 km on upstream are 

28.65 sq.m and 21.25sq.m respectively in monsoon season and 9.95 sq metres and 

9.50 sq.m respectively in non-monsoon season. 

b) In case ofRambi River the range of variation in cross section areas are 1.6sq.m and 

1.70 sq.m at the confluence, 2.5km on upstream respectively in monsoon season 

and 0.03 sq.m and 0.95sq.m respectively in non-monsoon season. 

c) Simultaneous changes in cross-section areas are found almost in every year. 

e) The cross section areas are abruptly reduced from monsoon to non-monsoon season. 

f) Cross section areas in downstream have been influenced by manmade construction 

hampering the natural characteristics. 

g) The process of silting and scouring are indicated by changes in the cross-sectional 

areas in the consecutive years consequently pools and riffles have been produced 

along the downstream course. 

Progressive changes in the Wetted perimeter 

Study of progressive changes in the wetted-perimeters of Raying and Rambo rivers 

indicates following features (Table 3.34, 3.35, 3.36 & 3.37). 



Table 3.34 Wetted perimeter of Rayeng River at the confluence with the Tista 

River &1.5 km on upstream (monsoon season). 

Date of Field study Wetted perimeter in m Wetted perimeter in m 
(at the confluence) (1.5 km on upstream) 

14.07.2008 156.25 151.25 
17.07.2009 155.35 150.05 
12.07.2010 151.25 148.20 
Range of variation 5.00 .3.05 

Source: Field survey. 

Table 3.35 Wetted perimeter of Rayeng River at the confluence with 

Tista River&l.5km on upstream (non-monsoon season). 

Date of Field study Wetted perimeter in m Wetted perimeter in m 
(at the confluence) (1.5 km on upstream) 

27.12.2008 28.25 26.25 
29.12.2009 27.25 26.15 
25.11.2010 25.15 22.15 
Range of variation 3.1 4.1 

Source: Field survey. 

Table 3.36 Wetted perimeter of Rambi River at the confluence &2.5 km on 

upstream (monsoon season) 

Date ofField study Wetted perimeter in m Wetted perimeter in m 
(at the confluence) (2.5 km on upstream) 

15.7.2008 98.50 58.50 
18.7.2009 100.50 53.00 
15.7.2010 91.00 49.00 
Range of variation 2.00 9.50 

Source: Field survey. 
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Table 3.37 Wetted perimeter ofRambi River at the confluence &2.5 km. on upstream 

(non-monsoon season) 

Date of Field study Wetted perimeter in m Wetted perimeter in m 
(at the confluence) (2.5 km on upstream) 

30.12.2008 11.50 7.50 
22.12.2009 10.20 6.95 
27.11.2010 9.80 5.95 
Range of variation 1.70 1.55 

Source: Field survey. 

a) Wetted perimeters have been slightly reduced in consecutive years of field study. 

b) Remarkable reduction in wetted perimeters from monsoon season to non-monsoon 

season in each year. 

c) Definite law or trend in variation of the wetted perimeter cannot be made from the 

study of variation in wetted perimeters. 

d) Wetted perimeters of both rivers increase from upstream to downstream section. 

Progressive changes in hydraulic radii 
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The study regarding the hydraulic radii has exposed following facts (Table 3.38, 3.39, 

3.40 & 3.41 ): 

Table 3.38 Hydraulic radii of Rayeng River at the confluence with the Tista 

River &1.5 km on upstream (monsoon season). 

Date of Field study Hydraulic radii in m Hydraulic radii in m 
(at the confluence) (1.5 km on upstream) 

14.7.2008 1.269 1.158 
17.7.2009 1.288 1.247 
12.7.2010 1.133 1.116 
Range of variation 0.155 0.042 

Source: Field survey 

Table 3.39 Hydraulic radii of Rayeng River at the confluence with the 

Tista River&1.5 km on upstream (non-monsoon season). 

Date of Field study Hydraulic radii in m Hydraulic radii in m 
(at the confluence) (1.5 km on upstream) 

27.12.2008 0.748 0.695 
29.12.2009 0.549 0.464 
25.11.2010 0.445 0.395 
Range of variation 0.303 0.300 

Source: Field survey. 

Table 3.40 Hydraulic radii of Rambi River at the confluence with Rayeng River 

& 2.5 km on upstream (monsoon season). 

Date of Field study Hydraulic radii in m Hydraulic radii in m (2.5 km 
(at the confluence) on upstream) 

15.7.2008 1.106 1.179 
18.7.2009 1.120 1.349 
15.7.2010 1.054 1.420 
Range of variation 0.086 0.241 

Source: Field survey. 

Table 3.41 Hydraulic radii of Rambi River at the confluence with the Rayeng 

River &2.5 km on upstream (non-monsoon season). 

Date of Field study Hydraulic radii in m Hydraulic radii in m 
(at the confluence) (2.5 km on upstream) 

30.12.2008 0.789 0.806 
22.12.2009 0.841 0.899 
27.11.2010 0.923 0.890 
Range of variation 0.134 0.093 

Source: Field s~rvey. 

a) There is a slight regular reduction in hydraulic radii both in monsoon and non-

monsoon seasons. 

b) High variation of hydraulic radii is found between monsoon and non-monsoon 

seasons. 

c) Range of variation of hydraulic radii is not so significant. 
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Progressive change in discharge 

Study of di scharge in the consecutive survey year indicates fo llowing notable scenario: 

Table 3.42 Di scharge and section area of Rayeng Ri ver at the confluence 

with Tista Ri ver & 1.5 km on upstream (monsoon season). 

Date of Field study Discharge (m3/s ·1
) Cross section area in sq. m 

(at the confluence) (1.5 km on upstream) 
14.7 .2008 462. 15 38 1.94 
17.7.2009 466. 35 408.25 
12.7.20 10 399.60 360.79 
Range of variation 66.75 50.68 

Source: F1eld survey . 

Plate 3.3 Almost waterless channel of Rayeng River at 1.5 km 

upstream from the Confluence during non - monsoon 

period. 

Plate 3.4 Huge discharge during the monsoon period at the 

confluence of Rayeng Ri ver. 



Plate 3.5 Evidence of siltation in the channel bed of Rayeng River. 

Table 3.43 Di scharge of Rayeng River at the confluence with Tista 

River &1.5 km on upstream (non-monsoon season) . 

Date of Field study 
Discharge (m3/s -I) (at Discharge (m3/s ' 1

) 

the confluence) (1.5 km on upstream) 
27 .1 2.2008 46.32 62.42 
29. 12.2009 32.05 25 .89 
25. 11.2010 24.51 29.93 
Range of variati on 2 1.79 32.49 

Source: Field survey . 

Table 3.44 Discharge of Rambi River at the confluence with the Rayeng 

Ri ver &2.5 km on upstream (monsoon season) . 

Date of Field study 
Discharge (m3/s ·I) Discharge (m3/s ·I) 

(at the confluence) (2.5 km on upstream) 
15.7.2008 3 10.65 225.63 
18.7.2009 320.9 1 233 .805 
12.7.2010 273.60 228.246 
Range of variation 47.3 1 5.56 

Source: Field survey. 

Table 3.45 Di scharge of Rambi Ri ver at the confluence with the 

Rayeng River &2.5 km on upstream (non-monsoon 

season). 

Date of Field study 
(Discharge (m3/s ·1

) Discharge (m3/s ' 1
) (2.5 

(at the confluence) km on upstream) 
30.12.2008 17.252 13.1 89 
22. 12.2009 16.8 15 13.625 
27. 11.2010 17. 195 11 .55 
Range of vari ati on 0.06 2.07 

Source: Field survey. 
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A) Huge variation in di scharge between monsoon and non-monsoon season (plate 3.3 

& 3.4). 

B) Evidences of the processes of scouring and silting which indicated by drastic 

change in di scharge (Plate 3.5) . 
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C) The variation in discharge in different years due to variation in amount of rainfall 

from year to year. 

D) Deteriorating condition is not depicted by variation in discharge. 

Conclusion 

The morphometric analyses were carried out through measurement of linear, areal and 

relief aspects of the Rayeng Basin with different morphometric parameters. The 

morphometric analysis of the drainage network of the basin shows dendritic pattern 

with fine to moderate drainage texture. The variation in stream length ratio might be 

due to changes in slope and topography. Bifurcation ratio of the basin indicates that 

these are not distorted by geological structures, but lithology has significant role. The 

presence of high to moderate drainage density suggests that it has impermeable to 

moderate permeable sub-soil, and moderate to fine drainage texture. The value of 

stream frequency indicates that the watershed show positive correlation with 

increasing stream population with respect to increasing drainage density. The value of 

form factor and circularity ratio suggests that Rayeng is a pear shaped river basin. 

High values of the hypsometric integral indicate that most of the topography is high 

relative to the mean, such as a rugged upland surface cut by deeply incised streams 

indicating young and less eroded areas. Scenario of cross profile indicates that, cross 

section area, hydraulic radii, wetted perimeter and discharges fluctuate seasonally due 

climatic condition of the study area. On account of high velocity in upper section of 

basin, valley deepening is vigorous. Thus steep sided valleys have been produced. 
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